Quantum states extended ovei a large volume m phase space have oscillations from quantum mteifeiences in their Wigner distnbution on scales smaller than K [W H Zurek, Nature (London) 412, 712 (2001)] We investigate the influence of those sub-PIanck-scale Structures on the sensitivity to an external peituibation of the state's time evolution While we do find an accelerated decay of the Loschmidt Echo for an extended state m compaiison to a locahzed wave packet, the acceleration is descnbed entirely by the classical Lyapunov exponent and hence cannot originale from quantum interfeience 
One common Interpretation of the Heisenberg unceitamty pnnciple is that phase-space stiuctuies on scales smallei than h have no observable consequence The recent asseition of Zuiek [1] that sub-PIanck-scale stiuctuies in the Wigner function enhance the sensitivity of a quantum state to an exteinal pertuibation, theiefore, came out äs particulaily mtiigumg [2] and even controversial [3] His aigument can be summanzed äs follows The oveilap (squaied amphtude of the scalai pioduct) of two quantum states ψ and ψ 1 is given by the phase-space integial of the product of then Wignei functions, <iC h These sub-PIanck-scale oscillations aie biought out of phase by a shift 8p, δχ with δρδχ =* δ S <SC h The shifted state φ' is then neaily oithogonal to φ smce Ιψψ'~® Zuiek concludes that sub-Planck stiuctuies substantially enhance the sensitivity of a quantum state to an external peituibation A measure of this sensitivity is piovided by the Loschmidt Echo [4,5]
givmg the decaymg oveilap of two wave functions that stait out identically and evolve undei the action of two shghtly diffeient Hamiltomans H 0 and H = H 0 + //] (We set h = l ) One can inteipiet M (t) äs the fidehty with which a quantum state can be leconstiucted by mveiting the dynamics with a peituibed Hamiltoman In the context of envnonment-induced dephasmg, M (t) measuies the decay of quantum mteifeiences in a System with few degrees of fieedom mteiacting with an envuonment (with many moie degiees of fieedom) [6] In this case ψ lepiesents the state of the environment, which m general extends over a large volume of phase space This motivated Karkuszewski, Jarzynski, and Zuiek [7] to investigate the dependence of M (t) on short-scale structuies In this paper we study the same pioblem äs in Ref [7] , but amve at opposite conclusions Einer and finei structuies natuially develop in phase space when an imtially nanow wave packet φ 0 evolves in time undei the influence of a chaotic Hamiltoman H 0 [7, 8] As in Ref [7] , we obseive numencally a moie rapid decay of M (i) foi φ = exp(-i// 0 r)i/O äs the piepaiation time T is made larger and laiger, with a satuiation at the Ehienfest time Howevei, we demonstrate that this enhanced decay is descnbed entnely by the classical Lyapunov exponent and hence is insensitive to the quantum mteiference that leads to the sub-PIanck-scale stiuctuies m the Wigner function
In the case of a narrow initial wave packet, M (t) has been calculated semiclassically by Jalabei t and Pastawski [5] Before discussmg extended states with short-scale stiuctures, we lecapitulate then calculation The time evolution of a wave packet centered at r 0 is approximated by
The semiclassical propagatoi is a sum ovei classical tiajectones (labeled s) that connect r and r 0 m the time t Foi each s, the partial piopagator is expiessed in teims of the action integial S^(r, r 0 , /) along i, a Maslov index μ 5 (which will diop out), and the deteimmant C s of the monodromy matnx Aftei a stationaiy phase appioximation, one gets
over classical paths s, s' and a double Integration over final coordinates r, r'. Accordingly, M (t) splits into diagonal (s -s', r = r') and nondiagonal (s Φ s' or r Φ r') contributions. Since quantum phases entirely drop out of the diagonal contribution, its decay is solely determined by the classical quantity C s « exp(-λή. Here λ is the Lyapunov exponent of the classical chaotic dynamics, which we assume is the same for H and H Q . The nondiagonal contribution also leads to an exponential decay, which however originales from the phase difference accumulated when traveling along a classical path with two different Hamiltonians [5] . The slope Γ of this decay is the golden rule spreading the width of an eigenstate of H 0 over the eigenbasis of H [9, 10] . Since M(t) is given by the sum of these two exponentials, the Lyapunov decay will prevail for Γ > A. The Lyapunov decay sensitively depends on the choice of an initial narrow wave packet ψ 0 [11] . The faster decay of M (t) resulting from the increased complexity of the initial state can be quantitatively investigated by considering prepared states ψ = e\p(-iH 0 T)i// 0 , i.e., narrow wave packets that propagate during a time T with the Hamiltonian H Q [12] , thereby developing finer and finer structures in phase space äs T increases [7, 8] . The stationary phase approximation to the fidelity then reads
with the time-dependent Hamiltonian H T = H 0 for τ < T and H T = H for τ > T.
We can apply the same analysis äs in Ref.
[5] to the time-dependent Hamiltonian. Only the time interval (T, t + T) of length t leads to a phase difference between K" T and K"°, because H T = H 0 for τ < T. Hence the nondiagonal contribution to M γ (t), which is entirely due to this phase difference, still decays <* exp(-Fi), independent of the preparation time T. We will see below that this is in agreement with a fully quantum mechanical approach according to which the golden rule decay is independent of the complexity of the initial state.
The preparation does however have an effect on the diagonal contribution M ( f(t) to the fidelity. It decays °c exp[-A(i + T)] instead of <* exp(-Ai), provided t, T » λ"
1 . This is most easily seen from the expression
by following a path from its endpoint r to an intermediate point r, reached after a time t. The time evolution from r to r, leads to an exponential decrease α exp(-A?) äs in Ref.
[5]. Because of the classical chaoticity of H 0 , the subsequent evolution from r, to r 0 in a time T brings in an additional prefactor exp(-ΑΓ). The combination of diagonal and nondiagonal contributions results in the biexponential decay (valid for Γί, Αί, ΑΓ» 1)
with prefactors A and B that depend algebraically on time.
The Lyapunov decay prevails if Γ > A and t > ΑΓ/(Γ -A), while the golden rule decay dominates if either Γ < A or t < λΤ/(Γ -A). In both regimes the decay saturates when M r has reached its minimal value l//, where / is the total accessible volume of phase space in units of h d . In the Lyapunov regime, this Saturation occurs at / = t E -T, where t E = A~' In/ is the Ehrenfest time. When the preparation time T -> t E , we have a complete decay within a time λ" 1 of the fidelity down to its minimal value.
We now present numerical checks of these analytical results for the Hamiltonian
This kicked top model [13] describes a vector spin of magnitude S undergoing a free precession around the y axis and being periodically perturbed (period T O ) by sudden rotations around the z axis over an angle proportional to S z . The time evolution after n periods is given by the «th power of the Floquet operator
Depending on the kicking strength K, the classical dynamics is regulär, partially chaotic, or fully chaotic. We perturb the reversed time evolution by a periodic rotation of constant angle around the χ axis, slightly delayed with respect to the kicks in HQ,
The corresponding Floquet operator is F = exp(-Ιφ5 χ )Ρ ϋ . We set r 0 = l for ease of notation. We took S = 500 (both H and H Q conserve the spin magnitude, the corresponding phase space being the sphere of radius S) and calculated the averaged decay
taken over 10° initial states. We choose if/ 0 äs a Gaussian wave packet (coherent state) centered on a point (θ, φ) in spherical coordinates. The state is then prepared äs ψ = exp(-iH 0 T)i^0.We can reach the Lyapunov regime by selecting initial wave packets centered in the chaotic region of the mixed phase space for the Hamiltonian (9) with kicking strength K = 3.9 [9] . can be quantified via the time t c it takes for M T to reach a given thieshold M c [7] We expect lnM c -Γ, (12) piovided M c > 1/7 = 1/25 1 and T< -A" 1 lnM c In the msetofFig l we confiimthisfoimula foi M c = 10~2 As expected, ? c satuiates at the fiist kick (t c = 1) when T --A" 1 lnM c < ? £ Numencal results quahtatively similar to those shown in the mset to Fig l [14] were obtamed m Ref [7] and mteipieted theie äs the acceleiated decay lesulting fiom sub-Planck-scale stiuctuies The fact that oui numencal data are descnbed so well by Eq (12) pomts to a classical lather than a quantum ongin of the decay acceleiation Indeed, Eq (12) contams only the classical Lyapunov exponent äs a System dependent palametei, so that it cannot be sensitive to any fine süucture in phase space lesulting fiom quantum inteiference
We next illustiate the mdependence of M T (i) on the piepaiation time T in the golden rule legime, i e , at laigei kicking stiength K when Λ > Γ [9] As shown in Fig 2, the decay of M T (t) is the same for the four diffeient piepaiation times T = 0, 5, 10, and 20 We estimate the Ehienfest time äs t E ~ 7, so that increasmg T further does not mciease the complexity of the initial state These numencal data give a clear confiimation of the semiclassical lesult (8) (-ß  2 ? 2 ), if //] is so laige that Γ is laigei than the energy bandwidth B of H All these regimes except legime (iv) can be dealt with quantum mechanically under the sole assumption that both HQ and H aie classically chaotic, usmg landom matnx theoiy (RMT) [16] Both sets of eigenstates |a) of H (with W eigenvalues € a ) and |« 0 ) of H 0 (with 7V eigenvalues e°) aie then lotationally invariant [17] Expandmg ψ = Σ α ψ α \α) and assummg unbioken time-ieveisal symmetry, the fidehty (2) 
Loientzian, Γ/27Γ (15) with a width Γ =* |(α 0 |//]|/3)| 2 /Δ given by the golden lule This leads to legime (m) Incieasing /f, fuithei, one obtains an eigodic distnbution |(α|/3ο)| 2 = Λ^~' and a stiaightfoiwaid calculation pioduces legime (v) This estabhshes that, undei the sole assumption that H 0 and H aie classically chaotic, the decay of the fidehty m the thiee quantum legimes (n), (m), and (v) does not depend on the choice of the initial state ψ 2 [9] .
In summary, we have investigated the decay of the Loschmidt Echo, Eq. (2), for quantum states φ = &\ρ(-ϊΗ 0 Τ)ψ 0 that have spread over phase space for a time T. As in Ref. [7] , we found a faster decay of M T (t) than for a localized wave packet, but only in the regime where the decay rate is set by the classical Lyapunov exponent A. Since quantum interferences play no role in this regime, we conclude that sub-Planck-scale structures in the Wigner representation of φ do not influence the decay of the Loschmidt Echo.
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